
 

Companies plan European network of car
charging stations

January 22 2018

Two companies plan a network of fast-charging stations for battery-
powered cars in Europe that they say will help drivers of electric
vehicles travel in and among the region's main cities.

Allego and Fortum Charge & Drive said Monday they initially envision
27 e-charging hubs in 20 countries that accommodate different charging
methods and speeds at the same location. Allego CEO Anja van Niersen
said the hubs would serve diverse kinds of transport including
commercial vehicles, buses, taxis and private vehicles, helping reduce
greenhouse gases and optimizing the use of the electricity grid.

Niersen said the Mega-E network is "a concept where we can maximally
combine the different levels of transportation in a way that can
accommodate the needs of the metropolitan area to get rid of a lot of
traffic, pollution and parking problems."

The hubs, or charging plazas, would offer the fast stations that will be
needed for future car models and will enable charging in minutes instead
of hours, as is the currently the case with slow home chargers.

But the network would also accommodate earlier models and let people
use different payment methods such as the companies' own app or
charging passes from other providers. "The end customer decides how
he wants to use the infrastructure," Niersen said.

Rollout is expected to start after financial details are completed in
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mid-2018.

The project comes amid several separate efforts by governments, auto
companies, service station operators and utilities to build charging
networks to support market acceptance of battery-powered cars.
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